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CONNECTING DEVICE FOR RELEASABLY CONNECTING A

FIRST ELEMENT TO A SECOND ELEMENT

The present invention relates to device suitable for releasable

fastening of an end wall element, closing an opening between two opposite

walls in a foundation.

There has, since a long time, been a need for a simple, reliable

arrangement of this kind, for instance for use with picture frames, drawers,

but also door keepers, mounting arrangements and more. The term end wall

element is therefore herein used with a broad interpretation. A number of

arrangements of above mentioned kind have been presented, for instance in

US 6443679 A 1, EP 1213495B, EP 1355077 and WO02/351 05 A 1, but all of

those show relatively complicated and hence expensive arrangements.

A simple and inexpensive arrangement is achieved by a connecting

device for connecting a first element to a second element , the connecting

device comprising an elongated bi-stable resilient member adapted to be

restrained between two opposing wall portions and movable from a first

deflecting position to a second deflecting position. The resilient member

having a first portion, a second portion, a first latching element and a second

latching element, wherein each latching element has a first end and a second

free end, the first end of the first latching element being connected to the first

portion, and the first end of the second latching element being connected to

the second portion. Further the distance between the free ends of the first and

second latching elements in the first deflecting position is larger than the

corresponding distance in said second deflecting position, so that a locking

element may be freely moved between said free ends when said resilient

member is in said first deflecting position and retained by the free ends when

said resilient member is in said second deflecting position. Finally, at least

one of the first and second portions comprise a flexible portion allowing the

resilient member to move from the first deflecting position to the second

deflecting position while maintaining a constant outer length during the

movement.



Thereby, a connecting device is achieved which has a simple and

inexpensive construction and which connecting device may provide a

constant holding force on the locking element in the second deflecting

position. Further, the resilient member may easily be installed between two

opposing wall portions since the flexible portion allows the resilient member to

have a constant length even when changing deflection position. Thereby, no

expansion recesses are needed at the two opposing walls. Further, the

flexible portion enables a connecting device exerting a larger holding force on

the locking element, than in a connecting device not having the flexible

portion(s).

In one embodiment each of the first and second portions comprise a

flexible portion.

Thereby, the resilient member may be even more compressed during

the change of deflection postion, without affecting the length of the resilient

member. Thereby, an even larger holding force may be exerted on the locking

element.

In another embodiment the flexible portions are formed by arches

which may be compressed during load.

Thereby, the flexible portions may be easily manufactured on the

flexible portions. In one embodiment the resilient member and its flexible

portions may even be formed from the same piece of material.

In yet another embodiment the deflecting positions are symmetrical

about a center-line.

Thereby, the resilient member may be symmetrically compressed

when changing deflection position. Further it may be installed in any

orientation without affecting the holding force.

In another embodiment the connecting device further comprises a

locking element adapted to be moved between said free ends when in said

first deflecting position and retained by the free ends when in said second

deflecting position.

In yet another embodiment, the connecting device further comprises a

first element mechanically connected to said locking element, and a second



element mechanically connected to said two wall portions holding said

elongated bi-stable resilient member, so that when said resilient member is

arranged in said second deflecting position said first element is retained in

abutment to said second element by means of said two latching elements

retaining said locking element.

Thereby, the connecting device may be configured to connecting the

first and second elements to each other by means of the locking element and

the resilient member.

In one embodiment the resilient member comprising the first portion,

second portion, first latching element, second latching element and flexible

portions is formed from one piece.

Thereby, the manufacturing of the resilient member may be very

inexpensive and fast. E.g. the connecting device may be produced from a

sheet material by material forming such as punching, rolling, extrusion, die-

forming, forging or equivalent.

According to another embodiment of the invention, a device of above

mentioned kind is distinguished mainly by the elastic elongated resilient

member, which is restrainable between said walls, movable from a first

position, forming a first deflection in a direction wherein the resilient member

is formed by two substantially symmetrically arranged first and second

portions, from which first and second latching elements originate, which

elements at the first position of the resilient member define a first distance,

and at the second position of the resilient member define a second distance

smaller than the first distance, wherein a third latching element is attached to

the middle of the end wall element, formed with a downwardly, towards the

opening directed column, at the bottom provided with a broadened formation

so that the latching element, at depressing action of the end wall element,

compresses the resilient member (6) from its first to its second position,

wherein the first and second latching elements thereby, by means of said

second distance, locks the third latching element between themselves above

the third element's broadening, holding the end wall element closing the

opening. Other characteristics are defined by the appended dependent patent



claims. In addition, there are a number of possible embodiments of the device

according to the invention.

The invention is described hereinafter with reference to the

accompanying schematic drawings, of which:

figure 1is a perspective view of a connecting device connecting a first

element to a second element,

figure 2a, 2b, and 2c show perspective views according to three

embodiments of the elongated resilient member,

figure 3 is a view of the device in its first position according to a first

embodiment of the invention,

figure 4 is a view of the same in its second position,

figure 5 is a view of the device in its first position according to a second

embodiment of the invention,

figure 6 is a view of the same in its second position.

Figure 1 illustrates one embodiment of the connecting device in a

perspective view. In this embodiment an elongated resilient member 6 is

arranged between two opposing wall elements 3, 4 . The two opposing wall

elements are connected to the second wall element 5 . Further, the elongated

resilient member 6 comprises two portions 7, 8 which comprise a first latching

element 9 and a second 10 latching element, respectively. Each latching

element 9, 10 has a first end and a second free end, the first end of the first

latching element being connected to the first portion 7, and the first end of the

second latching element being connected to the second portion 8 . Further, a

first element 1 is illustrated in the figure. The first element 1 comprises a third

latching element constituting a locking element 13 . The locking element 13

comprises an end-portion adapted to be inserted between said first and

second latching elements 9, 10 when the resilient member 6 is in the first

deflecting position and retained by the free ends when the resilient member is

in said second deflecting position. This is enabled by that the distance 11

between the free ends of the first and second latching elements 9, 10 is larger

when the resilient member 6 is in the first deflecting position than the

corresponding distance 12 when the resilient member 6 is in the second



deflecting position. The elongated resilient member in figure 1 is in the

second deflecting position and the first and second latching elements are thus

retaining the locking element 13 .

Figure 2a shows an elongated resilient member formed with a recess

16, arranged substantially symmetrical along the centre of the resilient

member, wherein from both ends of the recess, a first 9 and second 10 leaf

elements originate. Figure 2b shows an embodiment, where the leaf elements

are formed with upwards arches 25, 26, while figure 2c shows an alternative

embodiment, where the first 19 and second 20 portions of the resilient

member are joined by an arched element 2 1 which at the mounting forms a

first 22 and a second 23 sharp edge, directed transversally the resilient

member, forming the first and second latching elements.

Through figures 3 and 4, the function of the device is described.

An elastic elongated resilient member 6 is fastened between the walls

3, 4, movable from a first position, forming a first deflection in a direction

towards an end wall element 1, to a second position, forming a second

deflection in a direction away from the end wall element. The walls 3, 4 are

attached to a foundation 5 . The resilient member 6 is formed with two

substantially symmetrically arranged first 7 and second 8 portions, from which

a first 9 and second 10 latching elements originate. These define, at the first

position of the resilient member, a first distance 11, and at the second

position of the resilient member, a second distance 12 being smaller than the

first distance. A third latching element 13 is attached at the middle of the end

wall element, formed with a downwardly, towards the opening directed

column 14 . This is, at the bottom, provided with a broadened formation 15 so

that the latching element, at depression of the end wall element 1,

compresses the resilient member 6 from its first to its second position, so that

the first 9 and second 10 latching elements thereby with by means of its

second distance 12 locks the third latching element 13 between themselves

above the third element's broadening 15, holding the end wall element which

closes the opening.



In the embodiment of the invention shown in figures 5 and 6, the first

19 and second 20 portions of the resilient member are joined by an arched

element 2 1 . This forms, at the end-portions, a first 22 and a second 23 sharp

edge, directed transversally the resilient member, forming the first and the

second latching element. Here the broadening, attached to the column 14, is

formed as a transversal cylindrical body, in this particular case rotational

cylindrical, for adapting to the arched element 2 1 .



P A T E N T C L A I M S

1. Connecting device for connecting a first element ( 1 ) to a second

element (5) comprising:

an elongated bi-stable resilient member (6) adapted to be restrained

between two opposing wall portions (3, 4) and movable from a first deflecting

position to a second deflecting position,

said resilient member (6) having a first portion (7), a second portion (8),

a first latching element (9) and a second ( 1 0) latching element, wherein each

latching element has a first end and a second free end, the first end of the

first latching element being connected to the first portion (7), and the first end

of the second latching element being connected to the second portion (8),

wherein the distance between the free ends ( 1 1) of the first and second

latching elements (9, 10) in said first deflecting position is larger than the

corresponding distance ( 1 2) in said second deflecting position, so that a

locking element ( 13, 24) may be freely moved between said free ends when

said resilient member (6) is in said first deflecting position and retained by the

free ends when said resilient member is in said second deflecting position,

and

at least one of said first (7) and second (8) portions comprise a flexible

portion (25, 26) allowing said resilient member (6) to move from the first

deflecting position to the second deflecting position while maintaining a

constant outer length (L) during the movement.

2 . A connecting device according to claim 1, wherein each of said first (7)

and second (8) portions comprise a flexible portion (25, 26).

3 . A connecting device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said flexible

portions (25, 26) are formed by arches which may be compressed during

load.

4 . A connecting device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein

the deflecting positions are symmetrical about a center-line.



5 . A connecting device according to any of the preceding claims, further

comprising a locking element ( 1 3) adapted to be moved between said free

ends when in said first deflecting position and retained by the free ends when

in said second deflecting position.

6 . A connecting device according to any of the preceding claims, further

comprising a first element ( 1 ) mechanically connected to said locking element

( 1 3), and a second element (5) mechanically connected to said two wall

portions (3, 4) holding said elongated bi-stable resilient member (6), so that

when said resilient member is arranged in said second deflecting position

said first element ( 1 ) is retained in abutment to said second element (5) by

means of said two latching elements (9, 10) retaining said locking element

( 1 3).

7 . A connecting device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein

the resilient member comprising said first portion (7), second portion (8), first

latching element (9), second latching element ( 1 0) and flexible portions (25,

26) is formed from one piece.

8 . Device for releasable fastening an end wall element ( 1 ) , closing an

opening (2) between two opposite walls (3, 4) in a foundation (5),

characterized by

an elastic elongated resilient member (6), which is restrainable

between said walls (3, 4), movable from a first position, forming a first

deflection in a direction towards the end wall element, to a second position,

forming a second deflection in a direction away from the end wall element,

wherein the resilient member (6) is formed having two substantially

symmetrically arranged first (7) and second (8) portions, from which a first (9)

and second ( 10) latching elements originate, which outer ends of the first and

second latching elements (9, 10) in the first position of the resilient member



define a first distance ( 1 1) , and in the second position of the resilient member

define a second distance ( 1 2) being smaller than the first distance ( 1 1) ,

wherein a third latching element ( 1 3) is attached to the middle of the

end wall element, formed with a towards the opening directed column (14), at

its end portion provided with a broadened formation ( 15), so that the latching

element, at the depressing action of the end wall element ( 1 ) , compresses the

resilient member (6) from its first to its second position, wherein the first (9)

and second ( 1 0) latching elements thereby, by means of said second

distance ( 12), locks the third latching element ( 1 3) between themselves

above the third element's broadening ( 15, 24), holding the end wall element

closing the opening, and

wherein the first (7, 19) and the second (8, 20) portions of the resilient

member comprise arches (25, 26), preferably facing the end wall element.

9 . Device according to claim 8, characterized in that the resilient member

(6) is formed having a recess ( 1 6), arranged substantially symmetrical along

the centre of the resilient member (6), wherein from the two ends of the

recess ( 16), a first ( 1 7) and a second ( 1 8) leaf element originate, constituting

the first (9) and the second ( 1 0) latching element.

10 . Device according to claim 8, characterized in that the first (7, 19) and

second (8, 20) portions of the resilient member are joined by an arched

element (21 ) , which at the end-portions forms a first (22) and a second (23)

sharp edge, directed transversally the resilient member, forming the first (9)

and the second ( 19) latching element.
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